**WHEN YOU ARRIVE**

There are signs at the entrance to show you the way.

**WHEN YOU COME IN**

You pay to come in at the ticket desk. There may be a short queue and this area can be busy.

**USEFUL PLACES**

**CAFÉ**
On the ground floor with indoor and outdoor seating.

**STAIRS/LIFT**
The museum has four floors.

**TOILETS**
On the ground floor near the front desk.

**GROUND FLOOR**

This exhibition space changes every year. At the moment it is Storymakers and if you want you can make a memory jar in the gallery and put it on display.

There are some videos in this gallery which means you will hear multiple sounds at a low volume.

It is dark in the AV theatre and you can watch a film about the history of Jersey. It lasts 20 minutes.
**FIRST FLOOR**

The Story of Jersey exhibition traces the history of the Island from the Ice Age to the present day. It has sections on tourism, farming, environment and culture.

You can watch a film and listen to audio headsets

Some areas have sound effects - for example battle sounds or children singing.

**SECOND FLOOR**

This is a changing exhibition space and at the moment it is Bergerac’s Island-Jersey in the 1980s.

There are 1980s clothes, technology, toys and a car from the Bergerac TV show.

There is also a dance floor with strobe lighting - you can choose the music and have a dance!

**MERCHANT’S HOUSE**

This 19th century house has been restored to show how it would have looked in the past. You can look into each room but there are barriers to stop you going inside. Some areas are dark because of the gas lighting.

There are traditional Victorian toys and games which you can play with if you like.

**SHOP**

If you want you can buy something from the shop before you leave.